
Park Management – October 21, 2014 

Well there is certainly a lot happening. Friday meetings with RTL and the City are still taking place. Drive 
around checks are be conducted by both our office and the Pick’s crew. Since the last formal meeting 
with a written Management report we have had the following issues; 

576 Catalina - sewer main break 

246 Fairchild - water break 

550 Catalina - sewer break 

559 Catalina – water problem (water pumped away) 

606 Anson – heat trace problem 

542 Catalina – ensure water shut off to vacant home 

617 Anson – bleeder repair required 

538 & 540 Catalina – dig and repair both water lines, replace heat tape, valve boxes and reinsulate 

RTL found water coming from 566 Catalina – start pumping water and began search for problem – 
problem was at 406 Norseman – pumped there for 2 full days 

639 Anson – water break and heat trace replacement 

621 Anson – sewer main blockage 

236 Fairchild – sewer main blockage 

306 Bellanca – water break – repaired with access from 205 Fairchild 

And tonight we have a water break at 341 Bellanca 

It has been busy. This doesn’t include thee 232 and 234 Fairchild issue, the 244 and 246 Fairchild issue, 
and the 139 Stinson driveway issue. We continue to get calls daily and dispatch what is needed. 

Our biggest concern and issue of late are the 13 homes in the 100, 200 and 300 blocks which remain 
connected to the old sewer system. Potentially could cost more than $ 100,000 over the water or $ 
120,000 to install bleeders to deal with the potential problems. I will discuss this in detail at the Board 
meeting if time warrants. 

My understanding on 232 and 234 is that the city still hasn’t solved that issue. The access issue for 139 
remains a problem. 

AT our must recent Friday meeting a new issue appeared – some homes now have the water and sewer 
lines running alongside their homes, a solution to some of the access problems for low homes and 



difficult to access homes but a problem elsewhere. The City, RTL and the Plumbing contractor discussed 
and decided on this solution on site. No discussion with CC#8 or with Scott Gillard (the head of the City’s 
water and sewer crew). It seems this along with the 13 homes mentioned above may have vary reaching 
issues and it sounds as though those will be very costly and problematic in the future. The City has now 
discovered their error in judgment and will meet internally to discuss. I have requested a new meeting 
with them and stated we need to have Scott Gillard in attendance. More detail to be provided during 
the meeting if time allows. 

Are they any concerns from the Board on any Management issues. 


